Interchangeable baffle to accommodate various cup sizes
• ABS Plastic Construction
• No-jam design
• All models are NSF Listed
• Mount horizontally, vertically or in angled positions
• Attractive black ring bezel standard - Optional colored rings are available.
  Available colors: Silver Satin (stainless finish)
• Standard models ship with 2 compression springs. “F” Spring inside dispenser
• Single spring models available.

“F” Spring: Foam cups in any position
Paper or Plastic cups in a horizontal position

“P” Spring: Paper or Plastic cups in a vertical or angled position

---

Installation Instructions
1. Cut hole for mounting collar. (Row D from chart above)
2. Rotate cover ring clockwise and remove from dispenser.
3. Insert dispenser with the mounting collar “UP” arrow to the top for horizontal or angled mounting and to the rear for vertical mounting.
4. Drill four 9/64” (4mm) holes and fasten mounting collar with supplied screws.
5. Replace cover ring and rotate clockwise to secure to dispenser.

Adjustment Instructions
1. Rotate cover ring clockwise and remove from dispenser.
2. Remove cardboard shipping insert and discard.
3. Remove instruction and baffle kit. Refer to instructions for proper baffle sizing based on cups outside rim diameter.
4. Install the appropriate baffle (see step 3) onto the ring by lining up the posts in the ring with the holes in the baffle. Be sure the baffle is completely flush with the underside of the ring and that it is inserted underneath the three retention tabs.
5. Replace cover ring and rotate clockwise to secure to dispenser.
6. Check the dispensing action. Cups should be dispensed one at a time.